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Moving to a new print environment 

In 2011 Computershare ran a Global Green Office Challenge called the PaperLess challenge, with the 
objective of reducing paper consumption globally.  What we discovered from the challenge was, it 
difficult to track what you cannot measure!  Volume reporting was either unreliable or non-existent 
from our existing printer fleets, hindering us in consistently tracking and measuring results of this 
challenge.  In UK and Australia our existing printer fleets were ageing and becoming unproductive for 
our daily business needs. Maintenance of the old fleets and toner costs were beginning to outweigh 
viable replacement costs.   

In light of these issues UK and Australia each undertook a comprehensive tender process to replace 
our entire networked office printer fleets.  The selected vendor would review, consolidate and replace 
the existing printer fleet in order to standardise equipment, reduce costs, simplify fleet management, 
improve office functions and productivity, increase printing security, create financial and operation 
efficiencies, and meet Computershare’s sustainability criteria.    

We also required all devices to meet Energy Star qualifications, including low energy consumption and 
energy saving modes in order to reduce power consumption and realise further cost reduction. 

 
 
UK completed their tender process in 2011 and after 
the evaluation of several potential suppliers awarded 
the contract to Ricoh, who met and exceeded all of 
our objectives.  In Australia our tender process 
followed the UK and while we had a more difficult 
choice between two final vendors, the ease of 
implementation and efficiency gains the UK were 
already experiencing swayed our decision to also 
select Ricoh.   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
We easily achieved our objective of fleet reduction 
and consolidation.  Fleet reduction was not just about 
reducing the pure numbers of printers - in Australia 
alone we had over 60 different models of printers, 
scanners, faxes and copiers, making fleet 
management problematic for our technology division.  
Ricoh implemented Multi-Function Devices (MFDs) - a 
printer that includes copy, fax and scan functionality, 
further streamlining our fleet.   
 
 
The fleet reduction combined with the new energy 
efficient devices has already far exceeded our criteria 
of reduction in energy use in Australia.   
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The implementation of the Follow-You™ secure printing 
function allows users to retrieve their print jobs only after they 
authenticate themselves at the printer using their access card.  
 
Follow-You Printing:  

• Holds documents in a secure server until users 
authenticate, so documents are never left unattended 
in an output tray.  

• Allows users to select print jobs manually from the 
secure queue, letting them delete duplicates and jobs 
sent by mistake.  

• Reduces waste by deleting unclaimed printing and 
encourages users to print only the documents they 
actually need.  

 
 
 
http://www.conservatree.org/learn/EnviroIssues/TreeStats.shtml If 8333 
sheets of paper equal one tree – that’s a saving of 402 trees per annum!  
 
“The new printers not only enable us to track print volumes and patterns, they also improve our 
security by only actioning a print request when someone has swiped their security card at the card 
reader on the machine. This means we reduce the risk of documents lying around next to printers 
waiting to be collected.”  

Robert Power 

Compliance and Money Laundering Officer 
Bristol, United Kingdom 
 
 
Our new fleet has resolved our original reporting issues allowing us to see what is being printed, by 
whom and where; driving better understanding of print habits and allowing more targeted print 
reduction programmes to be implemented in the future.  
 
Within all these objectives Ricoh also fulfilled our sustainability criteria in ensuring that their CSR 
policy reflected Computershare’s sustainability values.  
 

'We were really pleased to win the contract to supply multifunction devices, printers, services and 
solutions to Computershare in the UK and Australia – we’ve put a lot into developing a business 
outcome that is smart as well as environmentally friendly. Our aim is to help Computershare achieve 
their sustainability goals. 

 
'With the objective of delivering reductions in 
Computershare's cost, waste, complexity and CO2, we 
implemented a print management solution across their 
Australian and UK offices that consolidates costs, 
increases security and offers greater functionality to 
staff. We will continue to collaborate with 
Computershare across their multiple locations to deliver 
further sustainability milestones.' 

Les Richardson 

Managing Director 
Ricoh Australia  
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 Globally, the Ricoh Group is a 
demonstrated leader in sustainability, 
consecutively listed in the Global Most 
Sustainable Companies nine years’ 
running as well as being named one of 
the World’s Most Ethical Companies by 
Ethisphere consistently for five years. In 
Australia, Ricoh recently achieved 
carboNZero certification, the first 
imaging technology services-based 
organisation nationally to do so.  
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In line with Computershare’s eWaste programme which is in place to 
ensure no obsolete technology goes to landfill, the old printer fleet 
was sustainably recycled or donated.   

Part of the old Yarra Falls fleet was donated to Green PC whose aim 
is “to ensure our communities have equal and affordable access to 
technology….”  

 

 

 

Terry Martin – Computershare (L) and Peter (Green PC) load the old printers 
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